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McDermott minimized ms lnn- relations with Mulhnll, thnt lie
obtained small loans from Mullinll,
hut udded "these were personal acts
of Mulhall, and we do not believe that
lip let McDermott have the money
with a view to corrupting him, nor do
we believe McDermott received from
.Mulliall in loans or otherwise any-thing near the $1500 or $2000 as
leged."
The committee concluded that Mc-Dermott's training and associations
'have not given him the ethical perceptions and standards relative to
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after Ihe capture of Juarez and the
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'Villa and the rebel chief,
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'of the officers In the city of Juarez,
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'needless cruelty visited upon prison-era of war but merely such punish
nitnt as was prescribed by the law apIplirnble to offenders against the pub-lie peace and safety.
"The .Mexican people, in the beginjnliig of this civil struggle, initiated by
lion. Francisco I. Aladero, exhausted
all their power of clemency and for
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public today by
mine whether the report did not show
Washington, 1). C., Dec. 9. General
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Washington, D. C, Dec. ft. Results Representative McDermott to have
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coniniilted suicide thrnnah fears of ex- ed out over the desert south of Oji- - nel Gaillard had been afflicted with venting what might have been a concommittee headed by Representative honorable conduct in his official ca- fending the execution by General Fran- ,.,JBSPH tnat mlgIt 1)e indulged ju by uaga, Mexico, opposite Presidio today, an infiltrating tumor of the brain, siderable Indian war in New Mexico,
roconstitutionalists since can per- the straggling end of the Mexican fed- - which, from its nature, could not be has written Secretary Garrison, de- cisco Villa of federal officers captured
Garrett, of Tennessee, were made pub- pacity rendering him unworthy of
surgical scribing the closing chapter ot the
lic today in two reports, the majority
at Juarez and telling why moody re wmany give assurance nun. m mi- eral army and the civilians who fled successfully treated by
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suggesting
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This, taken
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would horrify the
commanders
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Immediately on his arrival comDermott, having intimate relations
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the constitutionalist cause in Mexico enemies, with the privilege of pardon guard closely against, any Infraction
Representative
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way with force underneath which they
so far as it is related to the citizenship jnnd safety extended always to the of the neutrality law.
McDonald, who agreed with the maall respect. The contact of civiliza- guiltless and misguided.
of the United States.
The civilians wlio endured the hardjority findings, declared that congress
tion wi,h thpse people is too hard for
"I entertain the hope furthermore,
Carranza's letter says:
of the eight day march from MPNTfil PfiMniTinW
ships
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them, and so much misunderstanding
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Concord,
Pueblo ' Colo '' Dec ' 8 -- Assurances (occupation of the city of Juarez by im-- ! .your personalof sympathies of North miles by automobiles and wagons to
"The state of terror at the agency
the people
the opinion
.".
.constitutionalist forces, under the
Maria, thence to El Paso and other Edgar Aldrich ruled today that the
of persons seeking to influence legisla ot
houses
wholesale
ot
Pueblo
support
Juan valley Is
comm;md of fleuenU villa, and America In favor of our cause and you cities.
tion by congress in any manner whatof Harry K. Thaw and throughout the San
condition
mental
The story brought by the refugees must be determined in the federal now over. It was the result almost alsoever. The national association of in keeping the state militia .In thou assu,.e voll of my gratitude for the may be sure that I will take Into conmanufacturers the counsel for indus- strike zone for five years, If necessary, ihigh regard for me personally which sideration your high ideals to the ex- was that they left Chihuahua on three courts. The court's announcement together of lies and gossip, carried
trial defense, the national tariff com- was given to Governor Amnions last you expressed therein.
jtent of recommending, always with trains, hoping to cover the distance was made at the Hearing on 1 haw's about by Indians and white men.
There is no sore spot left anywhere
"While recognizing with pleasure due respect to the law, greater fore- to Falomir, the end Sf the uncomplet- letition to be admitted to bail.
mission association, the American night at a conference with the Comto break out later, and I feel safe In
ed railroad about a third of the way
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"are of
importance
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on
but
them myself,
innniev on foot, the federals first dy shall not pass
'
"i'V, CARRANZA."
Martin- M. Ahilhall is held to have iu the held indefinitely
to preserve fnrthcrr.icu of civilization and justice j (Signed)
shall forward them as promptly as CARRYING RELIEF
namiting the engines and burning
admitted errors iii some vital state- peace and to permit the operation of which we are carrying on, I cnnniir
more than 10U cars to prevent their possible to the supreme court of the
ment made iu his charges, to have the mines. He wanted to be prepared the less deplore the fact that, w ith an
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national
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importance by officials of the
continue jts support of this jculiar character of the Mexican prohThaw's extradition,
.Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 9. The reb- - concerned with
association of manufacturers and the policy by furnishing supplies and
there Is likelihood in certain
Senate.
lels under General Candido Aguilar in his status in New York, and his status
9.
Rescue
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national counsel for Industrial de- ranging to care for handling certifl- - leases, and notwithstanding one's good
Met at 10 a. m.
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who
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at
for
there
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over the federal troops
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attorneys
extravagant iu many of his claims and banks. The committee
tricts redoubled their efforts today to
chosen to tion on some of our acts.
ifor direct election of senators, biit cess
overstated his potency and influence meet the governer agreed to this after
yesterday by slipping round the edge tempting to prevent the extradition of rouh tlio thousands maroeexl tVr- "This is due, in all probability, toj,j1(j 110, v()te on ;t
habeas
corpus
and boarding the gunboat their client through
monB,.eA i,v starvation or death.
with members of congress and public hearing from General Chase state- - the fact that the criminal acts with
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an
while the federal troops were proceedings, and counsel for
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what
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House,
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at
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inimical to dent Polncare at the palace of the ceeu to ampico. ,
at all hour last
p0stofflce
commissioner and give bail for their the
fluenced by the manufacturers.'
wire-night.
hy
Fletcher
reported today
- before the Picture, show and
public peace.
The ministers took their of-Klysee.
-The committee held that Represen- - clients appearance in court.
And what an appearance:
less from the I nited states Damesiiip
With strict deference to tne law fjces today.
iucit,
j
like
stuffed
that
sacks
off
now
Rhode Island,
were just eighty
Tampico,
provided, the Huerista officers were
-port TI anksgivi,,g
American had arrived t
tried and executed In the city
avalancVTf written
t n
j Juarez.
Among them were some who'x FOUR MEN KILLED
1j nrmging me newa ui mc vaym.c
itnings. as me bilro
saw a printed matter but he slipped up just
rebels of the town of Altamir, 20ti,e p0stofiice, the officials
bad been captured at Torreon by thlsjAT MORENO, ARIZ.
letters and a wee bit in regard to those turkey
not
and
is
It
of
missives
miles
same General Villa who after pardon- from
St
Tampico.
9.
Ten
Dec.
Morencl,
Ariz.,
trot reelsi Can It be the good old
lieved the rebels intend to attack Tarn- - packages reminding them of a descent uncle
Ing them agreed that they should be
cans of black powder and a large
thought it a huge joke to stop
Claus.
enlisted by our forces. Thereafter
of
Santa
St
of
pico.
dynamite exploding
quantity
the dance for one night? But the
Nine thousand acres sold at an average of $15.00 an acre was yester- they endeavored, but unsuccessfully
said
30 Cars of Bullion.
business,"
like
in the works of the new reservoir St
"This looks
is not to be squelched. It will
day's record at the sale of state land s at Deming. according to a telegram to create a defection of the men N for the Arizona Copper company,
let us tango
Laredo, Tex., Dec. 9. Thirty car-- ; postmaster Ptlueger. "Now
take its graceful steps tonight.
received today from State Land Comni issioner Ervien. Only land In the whom I entrusted to their command,
it."
killed four men and injured three Si loads of silver bullion, reported last make a record distributing
More Mail Coming.
shallow water belt interested the buyers according to the telegram, which finally deserting to reengage in crime.
late Monday afternoon. The last
night enroute to Laredo, are fioni the
Tae cRri;S went to work and by 9
"We expect a lot more mall today,"
was as follows:
"It is true that the established
lle o'clock this morning every letter and said Postmaster
charge of dynamite to be used St vicinity of Monterrey, Mexico.
Pflueger. "Santa Fe
Deming. N.' M., Dec. S, 1913.
principles observed in international X before completion of the reser- - St cate of their probable arrival is not paper found its owner or awaited the need not think that the eighty sacks
The New Mexican,
wars extend to prisoners the choice of St voir set off the. rest of the ex- - St known.
owner at the lock box department.
finished it up. I understand that the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
pardon or immunity from bodily harm,
Villa Doesn't Need Help.
plosives and caused the accl- - Si
seen for mail due here yesterday comeB today
not
been
has
Such
a
jam
Sold nine thousand acres, at an a verage of $15.00 an acre. There was but in civil struggles the most clviliz- - St dent. The bodies of the dead St
Douglas, Ariz., Dec. 9. Orders for
at this season; nor has such an and we shall have another busy sesno demand for sections outside of tb.9 shallow water belt. The highest piece ed nations in all ages have employed St men have not been found.
St the concentration of available Sonora years
trains been seen sion I suppose.''
or land was $36.50 an acre.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
more rigorous and bloody means even
constitutionalist troops at Agua Prieta, array of passenger
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HEADACHY,
DIZZY,
BILIOUS, "CASCARETS.'

We Have a New Supply of

JERSEY CREAM
Daisy, Crown, Imperial and
Bobolink Flour
Butter 35c lb.

Eggs, 35c doz.

WINTER GROCERY GO.
raOlsTE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

WHOLESALE
I
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILL05 LUMP
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. It S. F. Railroad Depot.

DENVER

THE

& RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

CO.

CO.

CO.CS

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN
PACIFIC RAILWAY

(WESTERN

CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are M ede
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Irss

on

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver '& Rio Grande-Wester- n
Pacific Rail way-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points
Gorge-Feath- er

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL

ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N.

M.

'Your Liver is Full of Bile; Bowels
Clogged, Stomach Sour, Tongue
Coated, Breath Bad.
Oet a
box now.
You're bilious! You have a throbbing sensation In your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parch
ed. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and
Your system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

ENDORSES HAIR

PRESIDENT

CAE

POINDEXTER
TO

RELATIVE
ALASKA

THE

RECOGNITION,
HAVE

COAL

IN

FARMERS, WIVES WANT
TOO

SHALL

WOMEN

VOICE IN PRIMARIES.

Scalp Itched Terribly. Dandruff So
Thick Could Be Plainly Seen.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Head Clear of Dandruff
and New Hair Coming In,

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C., Nov. 9. Presi"Last winter my hair
Hugbson. Cal.
dent Wilson hag given substantial
began to fall out aud laUsr my scalp began
to
bill
the
the
Poindexter
for
help
resort
to
to itch torrlbly aud my hair was full of danharsh physics
ml you. and don't
government opuation of railroads and druff. There were pimpUs broke out on my
Pyltliat irrilate and injure. Remember coal
in
especially around the edge of my hair.
mines
Alaska.
The
that most disorders of the stomach,
president
MmetImos I would wake up at night and lie
liver and bowels are cured by morn- endorses not only the Democratic senawake an bour or so with the itching. My
ate committee proposition for a gov
ing with gentle, thorough Cascarets
hair came out In handfuls when 1 combed it.
ernment built railroad with controlled U was dry and lifeless and tho dandruff
they work while you sleep. A
box from your druggist will keep your ports, but he adds plso that the roads
was so thick it could be plainly seen.
" I used several different kinds of shampoo
liver and bowels clean; stomach sweet should be "administered" by the govand your head clear for months. Chit ernment, which means certainly that :ind soap but it got worse all the time for
dren love to take Cascarets, because tliey should not bo leased or turned live or six months. When I had lost about
half of my hair I started using Cuticura Soap
Then
they taste good and never gripe or over to provide corporations.
i. :ul Ointment.
In alxmt six weeks my scalp
sicken.
he gets to the vital thing in the Poin
stopped Itching and In two or three months
dexter proposition when he says that my hair began to como in new. My head
Is clear of dandruff now and new hair hi
the construction of railways is only
THE LUNAJCOUNTY
in all the time."
(signed) Mrs.
the first step; "is only thrusting in the
Caddlish, Dec. 10, 1912.
TELEPHONE CO. key to the storehouse and throwing W.I'nrn. pimples
and blackheads the following
back the lock and opening the door." In u most effective and economical
treatment:
The president
does not look with Cenllysmeartho affected parts with Cuticura
Deming X. M., Dec. S. At a
the Guggenheims Ointment, on tho end of tho linger, but do not
of the Luna County Telephone favor on letting
int tuis opened door He says: rub. Wash off the Cut ieura Oint ment In five
company held at the chamber of
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water
How the tempting resources of the
inerce lucre was present a large maand continue batldng forsome minutes. This
be
is
to
are
another
of
disa
country
and
exploited
the stock
jority
general
treatment is best on rising and retiring. At
cussion was had regarding the exten- matter to which I shall take the libother t imes use Cuticura Soap freely for the
to
of
from
time
time
erty
calling your toiletand bath, to assist in prevent ing Inflamsion of the lines from Hondale to
mation, Irritation and clogging of the pores.
ihpre to connect with the Co attention." The Poindexter bill answers
the question: How? It is, as the Sold everywhere. Liberal sample of each
lunibus exchange. The manager of
mailed
Skin Book. Address
free, with
the Columbus exchange was present president suggests, along the line of
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
?nd said that he would be very glad 'practical expediency.''
7"Men who shave and shampoo with Cu-- I
ieura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
to cooperate in the construction of
of
of
the
From
report
Secretary
such a line and said among other
it appears that
things that many of the farmers re- Agriculture Houston
a revolt. NURSE SPANKED
started
has
farmer's
wife
siding along the proposed line would the
HIM HARD, MUST
be glad to take a block of stock and She wants to be paid for her work.
were ent by the department
pay for the same in work. The meet- Letters
BE SENT TO JAIL
to 55,000 women asking what they
ing was presided over by Hugh Ram'
of
the
depart-hands
needed
the
at
secsay, president, and Sam T. Clark,
which
Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 9. That Miss
retary, taking care of the records. A ment. Among the suggestions
nna Seel, nurse at the home of Dr.
cume in, a large number say they
good many people entered into the
discussion of the affair, among them would like Farmer Houston to "prove Harvey F. Smith, isn't languishing in
to the man that their work is worth he Dauphin county jail is not the fault
being Representative S. J. Smith who
Bobbie Smith, her chief
owns quite a block of stock, H. H. something in dollars and cents." If of
Na- farmers' wives are to raise the ques charge.
Kelly, president of the Deming
Bobbie didn't want to go to
tional bank and is likewise one of the lion of "her own money" this etnanci
is not unusual. But what folof woman may lead almost
pation
of
Luna
the
holders
stock
largest
lowed is unusual. Bobbie went to bed,
and
Barrett
other
Prank
county line,
!MlS8 Seel employing methods common
large stockholders, Sigmnnd Lindauer
confirms jto nurses at such times.
Dakota
South
News
from
of
amount
holds
a
who likewise
large
Bobbie was thoughtful all next day
Coe I. Crawford, now
stock, George Carpenter and others. the report that
on the day following Chief of Poand
will
senator
state,
from
that
probably
1
was finally decided by vote that the
was notified that a letlice
Hutchinson
He
is
by
re
elected.
not
be
opposed
lines be extended to Columbus If arand the ter for him was held for postage.
rangements could be made to finance the Progressive sentiment
to be When he got it at the postojee it was
the deal which plan Beems very likely. next senator from there is likely 31 r. one of Doctor
Smiths prescription
of Watertown.
With the lines extended to Columbus H. C.
blanks, with no envelope addressed to
the company would have a revenue Laucks is an old Farmer's Alliance
man and a pioneer Progressive. He Colonel Hutchinson.
paying institution as both companies
in
On the reverse was scrawled a mes
would connect at Deming with the has the confidence of everybody
serve sage which was undecipherable except
mountain States Telephone company the senate as one of those who
name and title. Bobbie,
if would bring good business to all rather than seek office. For many for Miss Seel's
and however, translated the message into
the
done
has
ho
former,
years
companies concerned.
an appeal to the police to jail his
never the latter.
O. E. McElroy, of Fowler, Calif.; L.
nurse.
C. Hurray, of Harrison, Ark.; John H.
In a recent public address Secretary
Nesbaum, of El Paso; Peter Cameron, of
Coffee
Agriculture Houston complained
of Albuquerque; Washington McLean,
that less than forty percent of our
of Morenci, Ariz., and G. W. Sentral,
Are you taking life's
farm lands are in cultivation and that
of Higby, Ark., arrived today to look
less than twelve percent of those In
Mimbres
after
valley lands.
cultivation are worked to their proper
pleasures tliat are riglit
capacity. He complains of Increasing
at your elbow? Have you
tenancy and absentee ownership and
BEAUTIFUL LOCKS
at the same time calls attention to the
tlie keen and
WERE SNIPPED OFF fact as disclosed by the census that
the value of farm lands has more
healthful enjoyment of a
Attacked in her than doubled in the last decade. On
Toledo, O., Dec. fl
fine cup of coffee for
bed by two masked men, Jlrs. Fred the heels of these propositions comes
Cahoon, of Point Place was shorn of! 'he demand for rural credits, an ex
breakfast ?
her luxuriant hair and left gagged al- - pedient by which the farmer may bor
row money to buy the land. All
though otherwise unharmed.
You want it to start the
Mrs. Cahoon was asleep when the 'recognize the fact that high speculamen entered the house, which is near tive value holds lands out of use, but
tiny; to lighten the fog
the dynamite dock, on the bay shore Instead of taxing down the high specu
to
is
let
the
lative
it
proposed
value,
men
of Point Place. The
demanded
ami brighten the sunshine.
her money, received lately. Mrs. Ca worker borrow in order to pay money
to
in
who
man
the
the
has
speculated
Schilling's Best in aroma-tigh- t
hoon denied getting money and the
'
cans, everfresh;
cleanly
men then demanded that she produce unused land.
a registered letter. She produced the
ganulated moneyback.
to
women
be
Shall
partipermitted
letter, but it contained no money.
The men then thrust a gag into her cipate in the new presidential pri
jwnnsuinnru irmnruxntvu uuu.uig
maries
advocated
by President Wilson
mouth and searched the room without
5
in
in
his
is
There
message?
nothing
success.
to
im
prevent. This
"Well we can get a ten spot for the constitution
atthis." said one of them, as he grasped portant fact is brought to public
Mrs. Cahoon's hair in his hand. With tention by Congressman J. W. Bryan,
out more words he clipped the long of Washington, who recommends that
braids with the shears and the two the new primary law permit women to
of the
help nominate the president
departed.
Mrs. Cahoon daughter, asleep in an United States. This can be done by
GET
upper room, heard nothing of the dis act of congress as well in New York,
which has no woman suffrage, as In
turbance.
California, where women have the full
We have the Most
franchise. Primary elections are not
constitutional elections. They are vol
Line, of
Complete
untary operations of volunteer party
Xmas
and
Candies
i
organizations. Any regulations can
Tree Decorations to
The range of temperature yester- be made for them by congress and
day was from 18 at 4:20 a. ni., to 42, there Is every reason why the women
be had in the City.
at 2:35 p. m. The average relative should participate in the nomination p
Come
early and get
67
humidity was
per cent.
UL f,l
1U1D .Till
bWIUlUBlCDi
At 8 a. in. today the mercury stood certainly appeal to President Wilson
your pick at the
at 20 in Santa Fe. In diner cities it and Secretary Bryan who are known
most reasonable of
was as follows:
to cherish a deep and abiding desire
prices.
Amarillo, 28; Bismarck, 16; Boise, for voters for women, but who have so
22; Cheyenne. 10; Dodge City, 26; Du- far hesitated to
proclaim their feel
rango, 12; Flagstaff, 18; Grand Junc- ings openly.
tion, 24; Helena, 18; Kansas City, 30;
In working out its plan for bringing
FRESH SHIPMENT OF
Lander,
2; Los Angeles, 54; Modena the farmer into closer touch with the
14; Oklahoma, 28; Phoenix, 46; Port consumer,
the agricultural
departLosse Wiles-Vassal"
land, 40; Pueblo, 6; Rapid City, 26; ment's division of markets looks with
Roseburg, 36; Roswell, 22; Salt Lake, favor on the plan suggested by the
26; San Francisco. 46; Spokane, 26;
Nobility Chocolates,
curPeople's Institute for minor
Tonopah, 36; Williston, 18; Winne rency the so called shin paper curplaster
mucca, 16.
ALSO
rency. The printing of paper money
Local Data.
in denominations of fifty cents and
A New Lot oi the World
Highest temperature this date last twenty-fivcents would make it much
year, 36; lowest, 24. Extreme this easier to
Famous
settle
bills
for
and
eggs
date, 41 years record, highest, 57 in
other farm products sent through the
1902; lowest, 6 in 1898.
parcel post.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair to
How' This?
night and Wednesday, not much
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
change in temperature.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
t
For New- - Mexico:
Tonight and
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Wednesday fair; not much change in
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Pop Corn That Pops I
temperature.
We, the undersigned, have known F
Conditions.
The barometer continues high over J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
FULL LINE OF
the entire western country, with fair, believe him perfectly honorable In all
GERMAN
XMAS CAKES!
cool weather. Low temperatures, how- business transactions and financially
ever, are still lacking, with the ex able to carry out any obligations made
where by his firm.
ception of central Wyoming,
readings below zero are reported. NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Again no precipitation has occurred-TherToledo, 0.
is a tendency toward the forHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
mation of a center of low pressure nally, acting directly upon the blood
along the Pacific coast but thus far It and mucous surfaces of the system.
in not sufficiently advanced to "cause Testimonials
sent tree.
Price 75
precipitation, and but a slight rise In cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
temperature. Conditions favor a con- gists.
-- T
tinuation of fair, pleasant weather Id
Take
" constl- this section over Wednesday.
paU'B:
jnnnnnnnrmnnnmwnTi

fejjj Don't continue

com-rus-

L. A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

II.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager 4 Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.
he FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS
GENERAL

j

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

y Yrmr

Business Solicited."

::

Phone 100 and 35 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
t,

v-

-;

1

Located In the beautiful Peeot
Valley. 1,700 teet above sea level,
unshlne every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire Mellon. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as eannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen oOeera and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

Beg ants :
B. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.

Ml

W. A.
i

FIN-A- Y.

For particulars and illustrated
address.

COL.JAS.

W.WILLSON.Sopf.

est-gn-

sr

ffj7 fifr

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

I

N

ODS.

POWER
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

N'

32--

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

post-car-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

bed,-whic-

THE HABIT!

THE WEATHER

-

NEW MEXICO

it

ITT

being a bilious mil-

learnt

f

1013.

OUT

IN HANDFOLS

OPERATIONS

9,

NOBBIEST

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON (JASPER ST.

COMPLIMENTS!

DAINTY

'

r

"

V

The Daintiest Compliment you can pay a near
and dear friend is to send a picture of yourself
as a Xmas present. We are independent of
daylight. Sittings at night.

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa

Fe- -

--

Albuquerque

?ETOT3 162 J.
SK FOR TICKETS

FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Coast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

The

Best
Route

ySyEast

Sp.or
pr West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

$

--

e

con-no-

.

ioeio

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Grocery

COMPANY

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

H47.

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

Next Door to Postof f ice.

!
For
ash
Buy
Hay, Grain 9 Flour

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do thu with your
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

t

Coffee-I-
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GIRL'S

HONOR

is so very important

OR

WHICH

be
sliouM
coffee
brewed when fresh, and
Schilling's Best is so delicious when fresh that we
should have been teniyitod
to sell Schilling's Host
green (unnia.stcil), it'

that

BETRAYER'S

HER

;ood behaviour ulthough they may retire at the age of seventy after ten
years service.
"I suggest." sajs the attorney gen-- i
eral, "an act providing that when any
judge below the supreme court fails
to avail himself of the privilege of retiring now grunted by law, that the
president be required, with the advice
'and consent of the senate, to appoint
iiiike who shall ureside over

REYNOLDS MAKES

LIFE

IS WORTH MOST?

HIS ANNUAL

-

REPORT

Liiu-thm-

SUGGESTS THAT

"DISSOLUTION"

.

housewives had had the
proper faeililies to roast
it and grind it.

LY

DISSOLVE-WO-

TERM

OF FEDERAL

-W- HITE

Then came the discovcans.
ery of aroma-tigh- t
Since
then no matter
where you live you can
have your Schilling's Best
just as fresh as though
you roasted it yourself.

CHANGE

ULD

SLAVE

COURT

CLERKS

PROSECUTIONS.

DISCUSSES PROBLEM

OF
JUDGES

SUPERANNUATED

Washington, 1. C, Attorney Uener-al McReynoIds in his first report as
head of the law department of the
government submitted to congress
few recommendations for
legislation. The changes he urges
have more to do with the machinery
of courts than with the fabric of the

Try It now. Your grocer lias
it or can get tt.

v

SCHOOL CHILDREN
SOUND THE ALARM

win

h.sure at nil times ihe presence of a
judge sufficiently active to discharge
promptly and adequately the duties of
the court.''
that
Mr. Mcfteynoids
suggests
clerks of t inted States courts should
be appointed fur specified terms and
subject to removal by the president
for cause.
Coining to a review of the events
with which his department has been
concerned for the fiscal year, the attorney general shows that when he
took office 52 cases were pending under the Sherman law. and that since.
March 4 last, eight cases have been
Investigations of complaints
begun.
that the law has been violated pour
department by the score each
jt0 the and
come from all parts of the
month,
country.
Through the bureau of investigations and a corps of local white slave
officers, the department, tho attorney
general says, has vigorously carried
on the work of prosecution of offenders and has helped suppress the traffic. Out or the $175,000 alloted for the
detection and prosecution of crime
f 173,000 has been set aside for that
work nnd the attorney general confeels that
cludes "the department
ve ry material progress has been made,
narticularlv during the past year, in
suppressing the most vicious features
of this traffic."

ANTI TRUST SUITS, SHOULD REAL

law.
On an anti trust legislative program
the attorney general was silent. He
usked congress for no amendment to
the Sherman act, the rod his department uses to bring trusts to terms,
and he points out no fault in its operation.
Attorney General McReynoIds made
it clear, however, that so long as he
was head of the department he would
anti-trus- t
oppose court decrees in
suits where the combination was dissolved into parts under the control of

Every Woman

GRIPS HORSE BV
NOSE. SAVES UUES

Is Interested and should
know about the wonderful

Marvel

Federalslmrg. Md., Dec. 0 Ry gripping (he nose of a runaway horse so
Itightly mat Hie animal's wind was
shut eiT, Frank Smith, a farmer boy
Isaved the lives of Mrs. William Cooper
.Trice, her daughter and a baby. Only
Itlirough his agility was the bo saved
from injury when the animal tried to
trample him.
Smith saw the animal with a carriage swaying behind dash down
hill, lie grabbed the bridle us
'the horse
pt by, but h s hold was
Tie then got hold of the
broken.
The animal was about
noise's uok'
;to swing about when for en lo slop.
jMin. Trice end the children wore ii.
In. carri.ige.

A

cl-

'

for

h. If he car .jot sup
ply the MAKVEU
tin riflnr. hilfrscmlhtamp for book.
Marvel Ca..44E. 23d St..
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ears.
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Hoiids we'-- .
Kpeciilattirs

weakened prices after

iu teiuporary show of steadiness, New
York Central. New Haven and Sugar
'said lower than in the morning,
j
Weakness in individual stocks mill-- j
late dagaitist marked recovery in the
general list, although the professional
(selling was suspended at frequent ln-- .

tervals.
The market closed weak. Special
application of pressure against
railroad stocks caused the general
market to renew its decline with more
celerity. New laven dropped to. 71
New York, Dec. it General weak land New York Central to 913-4Other active stocks went down to a
ness today was ascribed priniarif.' u
the unsettling influences of sharp de point or more below yesterday's close.
clines in New Haven and oilier stock-nf- - iCOUGHS
THAT PREVENT SLEEP.
of corporations whose financial
irs have come in for discussion re
These coughs are wearing and it
cently. The action of the market was they "bang on," can run one down
disappointing to bull operators.
physically and lower the vital resistDeclines in charges long rated as ance to disease. Mr- ltob Ferguson,
en 31!t Pine St., Green Hay, Wise, writes:
high class investment securities
couraged bear selling, which was pro "1 was greatly troubled with a bad
ductive of pronounced losses in the cough that kept me awake nights.
Two small bottles of Foley s Honey
speculative favorites. Steel and
fell of to a greater extent than and Tar Compound completely cared
he other active shares, but the whole me."
nirket showed the effect of pressure
Want Ads. always
New Mexican
i urn
intervals, t'rtees ror .New
tt
T,.r.o,.l,a
Central an Fuger were the lowe'i for
east-Ur-

WALL STREET.

j

j

1

j

!
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Plum CoJle, Manitoba, Deo. 9. A
lone masked bandit held up the Bank
of Montreal branch here, stole nearly
$10,000, shot and killed the bank manager, H. M. Arnold, and escaped in a
stolen automobile.
The masked man appeared in a garage, where, at the point of a revolver,
he forced the proprietor to supply him
with a powerful automobile and drove
It to the rear door of the bank.
Arnold was alone, other employes
NOAH'S ARK!
FROM
NEWS
LATEST
THE
the same stock holders. That plan,
of the bank not having returned from
OLD CURL CONVICTED OK 8 LATINO
ToTHE
MURFF
DORA
and
Oil
while
the
Standard
He
submitted
luncheon.
adopted in the
SUR
robber took several packages of mo- HEll DKTRAYER.
bacco cases, he calls a "fundamental YOUNG WOMEN: NUMBER
PRISING.
as
the
follow
sym- defect" and later adds in the same
killed
him,
my
she
ney, but attempted to
to
Murff
Dora
though
Has
.But,
Say
Here Is What
The number of young women who
latter entered the automobile. Then
pathies are with her. She hns done connection "my fixed purpose is to opOf It All.
which suffer' with weak back, dizzy and nervdissolution
of
do every
day.
men
the bandit shot him.
more
than
no
plan
any
We
pose
of
value.
"This is a world
'School children, who witnessed the
false lovers: would leave the separate parts of the ous spells, dull headache and wearitake and we pay. He refused and Wives are betrayed by
con- ness is surprising.
Kidney and bladrobber's escape, gave the alarm.
the
kill
husbands
betrayers; the hits-- ; unlawful combination under the
he paid with his life. I was justified.
!
these
troubles, but if
men."
cause
of
commend-ills
set
is
same
even
der
the
and
of
free
trol
I would
do the same thing again or a band goes
a novel Foley Kidney Pills are taken as di
otters
NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.
The
murder.
general
attorney
dozen times if necessary. To avoid all ed for the
-com-bladder weakness, of such trouble, I would advise every
solution of the problem of superan- rected relief follows promptly, ana
Why should not this girl be
no habit
kidInactive
worth nuated federal judges, such judges un the ills disappear. Contain
stiffness in joints, weak,
girl to protect herself against deceiv- mended? A woman's honor is
The Capital Pharmacy.
ney action and rheumatic pains, are ers, it doesn't pay. Promises never more than a cur's life! This woman der the constitution held office during forming drugs.
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs. will do. It's just up to you girls."
never will get justice unless she is
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Tauntried by a jury of women!"
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
Louisiana won
(By Frederick E. Hamlin.)
The women of
beI
was
87th birthday, and thought
Dec. 9. "Is a wom- freedom for two other girls in exactly
La.,
Crowley,
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley an's honor worth more than her besimilar cases years ago Mamie
kidney Pills have proved most beneand Katie Fresch. Mamie
trayer's life?"
ficial in my case."
women
of
That's the question the
Mclaughlin shot down and killed
has hud its convention, and
Louisiana are crying from the house Hughie Smith, a wealthy business
Declaring that credit Is due the ciation
the superintendent, as well as teachers,
-- ecause
he
throughout
commissioners
New
nf
Orleans,
county
tops;
(man
The particular woman in the case wrong((i an(j then refused to marry !aie "tor making it possible for the have once more settled down to wort
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II U .
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of a seventeen-yea- r
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School
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Chinese Bride (in Center) and Bridesmaids.
e
In America we would far rather .hausted the parents of theiB groom
no other course
open than
that
be
than
"leave her to the other man"
to "steal the bride."
forced to steal our wife.
The custom enforces that the conBut tastes differ. In China, for in- quest must be accomplished by the
stance, there is a certain spicyness to betrothed husband in person. That
a
secures
a Chinese in having to kidnap the gentleman
accordingly
woman who refuses to marry.
black sedan chair (as opposed to the
The life of the average Chinese girl brilliant red one used on marriage
is rarely happiness
unalloyed, al- occasions) and then lies in wait. Ha
though the national books declare her takes with him a few relatives and
a "princess In her father's household." trusted friends. One of these carries
a long a common bed blanket, for that will
In due course she its betrother
nine-dabe useful later.
rigmarole of ceremony that is a
At sight the. girl is seized;' the
wonder in the village, and thereafter settles down in the knowledge blanket is thrown over her head; she
that at the marriageable age she will is bundled unceremoniously into the
leave her father's roof to become the chair, and away they carry their capto murmur, to
helpmeet of a man she has never met- tive, too frightened husband-to-be.
A
for Chinese propriety rigidly en- the home of her
i forces
oiri if she is wise, then
that no girl shall see, hear
about or speak of her fiance before submits to the ceremonies usual on
The law tanea
marriage.
wedding occasions.
l.aori r,f th kidnaDing because pub
But it may happen that in course
In the right.
of time the marriage after betrothal lic opinion holds the man
) newspaper erEfPH's-It sometimes happens,, nowever.
is postponed. The girl's family might
mak- that in their excitement the captora
of La Mesa the great b attle fought hedge from the whole business,
Photograph taken by Staff Photographer Durborough on the battlefield to
it is seen that no get the wrong girl. If this gets to
until
excuses
'
of
ing
dead
the
bth
bury
the guilty
south of Juarez the other day.. Rebel General Villa detailed a detachment
where they fell and shoveled reason exists for the marriage to be de- - the ears of the magistrate
burying party made no effort to dig graves, they merely let the dead soldiers lay
After every resource is ex- ones are liable to severe punishment,
layed.
dirt over them until the bodies were covered.
A
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Solitaire Peas, Lorn,
Beans and Tomatoes
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MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.
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ENVELOPES OF "OLDEST
CITY" MAKE GREA T HIT

TING
RUGBY

TO REFEREE SINGLE GAME.

and Ihe back are the following pictures:
Knvelopes by the thousands
The Palace of the Governors, built
tens of thousands, telling the world
PLAY SERIES
in 100." the oldest government buildWITH AMERICAN ASSN. that Santa Fe is "the oldest city in
ing in the United States.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 9. Owners the United States"
that it was a cap
The Ceremonial Cave of (he Cliff

WONT

of international league baseball clubs. ital before Jamestown was founded,
Dwellers.
in session here today, declined to a pueblo a thousand years ago, the
San Miguel, the oldest church in (he
ol
series
a
for
sanction the proposal
home of the cliff dwellers, and is the United States.
'
American
the
inter league games with
possessor of the world's fineBt clim- Besides telling the world that Santa
association.
ate have arrived at. last.
is
Fe
the oldest 'city in the United
This splendid method of advertising States, there is a line calling attention
hustl
used
so successfully
to San(a Fe as. "(he tourist center of
by that
OVER
ing burg, San Diego was planned and the southwest," and another line anALREADY SOLD
carried out by the Santa Fe Chamber nouncing that the mean summer temdecrees.
RECITAL of Commerce, regardless of the pro- perature here is sixty-sevetests of a certain officious person.
Several Santa Fe merchants have orThe statement that Santa Fe is th3 dered the envelopes in lots of five, and
Miss Claude Albright will be given eldest
city in the United State3 is ten thousand. The New Mexican's jcb
an ovation in Santa Ke on the night vouched for by Col. Ralph E. Twitchell presses now are
printing tho namce
of December 30, judging by the ad- and
L. Bradford Prince, and addresses on the envelopes. The
two
hundred
Over
sale.
seat
vanced
two New Mexico historians.
The largest orders will be printed first and
persons already have signed the "dot- statement is being mailed to the letter-receivin- then (ho nrrlers nf flvp limiflvrH iVn
to
tickets
take
ted line", guaranteeing
world by scores of Santa private individuals.
and these will have the preference in Feans, and also by the Santa Fe Cham-l:-- r
The envelope is printed in Drown
sale
when
the
of
seals
the selection
of Commerce.
ink and, judging by reports received
begins.
On the side of the address, (ho en- from various parts of the
country
Such is the arrangement made by
bears a picture of the "Oldest where it has gone, the clever little
velope
AlMiss Albright's nanager, Colonel
H"use in America," that interesting advertisement, of Santa Fe haa been
building near San Miguel church. On well received.

j
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WIUJAM W. HILL MAKES LONGEST TRIP IN THE HISTORY
CONTEST
ANNUAL
AT
THE
OFFICIATE
TO
RUGBY FOOTBALL,
OF TWO WESTERN UNIVERSITIES.

HAS BEST
OF BRITTON

McFARLAND
j

IN BO!- -'

r
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Sail Francisco, Calif., Dec. 9. William W. Hill, secretary of the Rugby
union of New South Wales, recently
made the longest trip (15,912 miles)

rpe.-utor-

ever taken by a football expert to ret
eree one game the annual Uugby
of
contest between the universities
California aud Stanford..
This is probably the most extraordinary journey ever made in the history of Rugby football the English
Hill
game so popular in the west.
crossed the Pacific ocean twice gofrom Australia, and
ing and coming
to bring bim here the student bodies
of the two universities paid both bis
and his wife's expenses.
Hill refereed last year's contest ond
his ability is attested to by the fact
that, the colleges brought him all the
way from Sydney to Palo Alto, Cul., to
referee this year's game.
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NAMED TO HEAD
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York, Dec. 9. John K. Tener,
governor of Pennsylvania, was this
afternoon elected president of the
baseleague of professional

William W. Hill, Rugby expert, brought from Australia to referee the
annual contest between the universities of California and Stanford at
Palo Alto, Cal., and a map of the cour se of his journey.

"OPERA TENORS MAKE POOR HUSBANDS, "SAYS
WIFE OF GRAND OPERA STAR.

'

"BECAUSE TEMPERAMENT IN A SINGER IS JUST NATURAL
CUSSEDNESS IN ORDINARY MORTALS," ASSERTS MRS. DOIVENI-C-

WHY?

RUSSO.

MISS CLAUDE ALBRIGHT,
The Prima Donna as "Kundry" hi
"Parsifal," One of the Most Famous
of Grand Operas.

bright, veteran newspaper man of Albuquerque, and well known in this
city.
Miss Albright's concert will be given
at the Scottish Rite Cathedral, whi h
'
is the ideal setting for an artistic per
formance requiring the use of a grand
Moreover, the acoustics are
piano.

considered admirable.
Miss Albright is now in Albuquerque
and is expected to arrive in Santa Fe
a few days before the concert in order
to meet many of her old friends and
to make new ones. Colonel Albright
will accompany his daughter on a tour
HOUR
of the south in January.
OF BIG BICYCLE RACE.
New York, Dec. 9. Fourteen teams
were tied with 681 miles, 3 laps at 8 CALL SPECIAL GRAND
JURY AT CALUMET.
o'clock this morning, the
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 9 The Hough- hour of the six day bicycle race.
r
team was one lap ton county board of supervisors today
The
behind the leaders, while Kopesky and requested Circuit Judge O'Brien to
Keel'e had covered only 681 miles 1 call a special grand jury to Investilap. The previous 'record for the hour gate the murder of three English min-- !
was 670 miles, 1 lap.
erH at Painesdale Sunday, and other
At 3 o'clock this afternoon, the uSth r ises of violence arising from the cop
hour, the 12 leading teams had made per strike. The court probably will
A reward of $1000
811 miles and 9 laps, 5 miles and 4 take this action.
laps more than the record made by was offered by the county for each
Grenda and Pye in 1912.
conviction in connection with the murThe leading teams at noon had cov- ders. Dr. 13, T. Obranis, a prominent
ered 762 miles, 8 laps and were 10 Hancock citizen, will go to Washingmiles, 7 laps ahead of the previous ton to put the Painesdale murder case
before the British ambassador.
record.
THIRTY-SECON-

thirty-secon-

d

Corry-Walke-
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"LIVE WITH FLOWERS

AND GROW BEAUTIFUL,"

SAYS MOVIE BEAUTY.

(
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MRS. FRANCES MANDLER

RUSSO

AND HER TWO CHILDREN.

"The idolized tenor is not an ideal husband," says Mrs. Frances
Mandler Russo, suing her husband, Domenico Russo, grand opera star, for
divorce on the ground of cruelty. "Why? Because:
"Temperament in a singer is just natural cussedness in an ordinary
mortal.
"When a critic roasts a singer, hecomes home and roasts his wife.
"When the audience refuses to enthuse as the master of the house
thinks it should, the wife is the one who suffers abuse.
"Temperament means temper."
value of the

0

N
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FIGHT IS ON IN
EARNEST OVER
CURRENCY BILL
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. Leaders
hurried the currency debate along in
the senate todav, hoping that the
thirteen hour sessions would foVe a
vote before the Christmas holidays.
Senator Nelsou, one of the Republi
cans who signed the anti administra
tion report, continued his speech
praising the Hitchcock substitute and
attacking the Democratic bill.
Senator Hitchcock, leader of
bill wing of the bank
ing committee, returned to the senate
todav after two weeks absence and
immediately took up the fight for his
bill. He insisted on keeping a quor
um of the senate and at half hour in
tervals forced roll calls to bring senators into the chamber.
Senator Bristow also assailed tho
bill aud urged tha
administration
adoption of the Hitchcock plan to
have the proposed regional banks owned by the public and controlled by the
government.
GRAFT.

Berlin, Dec. 9. The imperial chancellor Dr. Von Bethaniau Holweg today defied parliament to pass amendments to the constitution, proposed by
the Socialists, making the imperial
chancellor responsible to the house
for the acts of the emperor and providing for his dismissal on the demand of the house. Philipp Scheide- mann, one of the Socialist leaders, at
tha opening of the budget debate today moved the adoption of the amend- ments put forward by his party aud
appealed to the house to refuse to
vote supplies until Chancellor Von
Betliniann-Hollwehad either resigned or been dismissed by the emperor.
The chancellor thereupon rose and
declared the amendments
proposed
were a clear invasion of the imperial
prerogative and announced that he
had neither presented his resignation
nor did he intend to do so.
The fate of the Socialists amendments and the proposed refusal ot
supplies to the government was set
tled regardless of the chancellor's at
titude when Dr. Peter Spahn of the
Center party announced that his party
and
would oppose the amendments
would vote the budget, "not for the
chancellor but for the German na
tion." He again gave utterance to a
censure of the chancellor for his failure to inform the imperial parliament
that the necessary steps had been tak
en to keep the military authorities at
Zabern in their place. He scored the
government also for punishing the
town of Zabern and not the guilty offi
cers by removing the garrison from
the place and shutting otf a source
of revenue from (he citizens.

J
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WESTERN FUEL
CO. OFFICIALS
ARE ON TRIAL
San Francisco, Cal., Dec.
Eight
oilicers, directors and employes of the
Western Fuel company, were placed
on trial here today in the United
i'ta ts district court, charged with
criminal conspiracy to defraud the
government of customs dues on imported coal. The alleged weighing
fiaucs have aggregated, the prosecution charges, more than $1,000 at retail prices.
National notoriety was oiven the
case when John L. McNab resigned
as United States attorney, charging
that he was unable to bring the defendants to trial because of political
pressure to bear on Attorney General
McReynolds. His resignation was accepted and special counsel appointed.
The day was devoted to selecting the
jury.
9-

.OBBY REPORT IS
MADE TO HOUSE

(Continued From Page One.)
maining as a member of the house
and liable to expulsion."
The other requested the house to
determine whether the officers and
agents of the National Association of
Manufacturers, including Messrs. Bird,
Kirby, Emery, Mulhall and others, had
not been guilty of continued gross
misconduct against the good order
and dignity of the house, rendering
them liable to punishment for contempt.

New York, Dec. 9. Ten witnesses,
contractors,
most of them
were 011 hand when District Attorney
Want Ads always
New Mexican
Whitman resumed his John Doe in- - bring results. Try it
ivestigation into state highway graft
this afternoon.
Although not re-vealed in advance, testimony which
would require
grand jury action
against persons heretofore not mentioned in the investigation was promised.
All other chocolates seem
John M. Murphy, of New York, was
Ihe first to take the stand. He said just ordinary after you once
he was emnloved by Warren Brothers
They are just
jof Boston, manufacturers of bitulithic try dpuf&tff
pavement, and had several conferences with C. Gordon Reel, then com- as pure and w holesome as they
missioner of highway. Reel asked
are delicious. We secured the
him, said th witness, "if he could
parDemocratic
the
do anything for
agency for the Huyler line
ty."
"Did he say anything about $4,000 knowing there is nothing finer,
or $5,000?"
and because we know too that
"That amount came up, but 1 don't
I
said
it.
one
which
know
suggested
people will unconsciously
I would da something."
of our stock
The witness said he gave the Dem- judge the value
ocratic state committee $2,000 out of
individual line we
The total com- by the
bis own commissionsmission on his contract was $13,000 carry.
We will be glad to
which he had agreed to share equally
this confeche said, with Jas. E. Gaffney, and Jos. have, you judge
Carroll of New York city.
as soon as convenient
1

that

hlj,h
league, but be does not rank
aa a hitter. But Mike is a wonder on
the defense. He can make plays that
no other shortstop in the United States
can match. His ability to throw to
first while off balance hps marked him
as a wonder. Unquestionably he covers
more ground than any other chap assigned to th3 position and for defensive ability alone he is a wonder.
Cincinnati needs a manager and
Knabe is the logical ma i for the place,
no matter if bis leaving would be a big
source of regret to the fans. As a
matter of fact, Dooin tu.MS over one
halt of a sensational infi.1 to Ciucin-nfit- i
if Herrmann acc?p.a the offer
The deal in a nutshell .ends a .21 S
an3 a .263 bitter to Cij dnnati in exchange for players hittiis .S17 and
If the outgoing pair have any
.2S1.
fielding superiority, it 1? offset by the
batting superiority of the incoming
10.
It lLtfts like a good deal for both

j

MORE LIGHT ON NEW
YORK HIGHWAY

underrate the
pair
A TRADE THAT
will come here if the deal is closed.
LOOKS GOOD ON
Doolan is regarded as the oreatest
THE TWO SIDES felding shortstop in the National
so
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 9 Mike Doo-laand Otto Knabe for Joe Tinker and
Hine Groh! Charles S. Dooin, directing boss of the Phillies, made this offer by wire today to August Herrmann,
president of the Cincinnati team.
There is a mighty good chance that
Mr. Herrmann will snap up this offer
quickly and that F. Otto Knabe will
be Instantly appointed manager of the
Rhinelanders, thereby realizing a life
ambition.
Every angle of the offer is official
and was made by the sorrel thrush
thiB afternoon.
"I don't see how Cincinnati can refuse the offer, for It is virtually what
they have been trying to get for a long
time," commented Dooin.
Mr. Dooin didn't gainsay the fact
that this turning over two star ball
tossers to Cincinnati. Neither did be

Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. A bitter
attack on the vivisection work of the
Rockefeller institute and also on
John D. Rockefeller for financing the
work, was made by Edward H. Clem-len- t
of Boston, in his opening address
here today as president of the interand animal
national
protection congress.
The Rev. Dr. C. Ernest Smith told
the convention that President Wilson
was in sympathy with the
section movement and would do
what he could to further it, although
the president said he found it impos- sible to address the meeting,
Secretary Bryan spoke today for
the president.
"Because you come interested in a
great cause," he said, "because your
interest is unselfish, because you are
devoted to something which you believe will benefit the world, as the
representative of the president and
the administration, I welcome you and
hope your investigations will result in
blessing to the world."
Senator Gallinger of New Hampshire, a physician, sent a letter to the
convention saying there was every
reason to believe that in some hospitals pauper children "were inoculated
with loathsome diseases to see the results that will follow."
He expressed himself as utterly op
posed to vivisection, except under
strictest regulations, and said he
hoped to see a law passed on the subject.
Mrs. Caroline Earle White of Phila
delphia, spoke of the history of the
cause and of early discouragements-ErnesThompson Seton of New York,
declared that animals have certain
inalienable rights" as well as man.
He said that if some of the women in
the audience wearing furs knew of
the
cruelty practiced in capturing
animals their consciences might hurt
them.
anti-vivi-- 1

ball clubs, to succeed Thomas J.
Lynch.
In a parting statement delivered to
members of the National league, President Lynch suggested that they acquire themselves some of the dignity
which they expected Governor Tener
to bring to the league.
"In choosing your next president,
yon have tone on record as wanting
a man who will lend dignity and prestige to the league," reads Mr. Lynch's
"In your selection of
statement.
Governor Tener you have the right
man; but I hope that you will inject
pome of the dignity expected of him
into yourselves and be a help instead
of a hindrance to him. In leaving this
office, I want you to know that there
is no 111 feeling 011 my part. I wish
the National league and its new president all the success in the world."
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UNEASINESS
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ZABERN INCIDENT
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200 SEATS

- I'.irkej
Milwaukee, Vta, Dec.
'McFariand c;i'pointed his old' enemy;
!.l;ck Britton In an unsatisfactory
boxing contact bt;
last night J'oili
:fore
r en are
Chicago.
McKarlan' n..d the better of
rounds. whiin ft ur were even and ene
Hoth, in the ciaJif'n
was Uritton
n:d ninth, H 'key had .lack grogsj ,
was unable to put biin ou.
r.ritton. at times, fonght MuFtirlund
to a standstill and even outboxed
him, but this was only in flashes.
Throughout Ihe battle, McFurland
smiled at the audience and seemed to
be content with a lead over his lighter
opponent.
The crowd jeered the boxers much
of the time and there were numerous
cries of "put 'em out," and "stop the
bout." Comparatively few heavy blow-were struck and the crowd left the
ringside disappointed.
Britton was cheered when it was announced that he weighed in at
at l:!3- pounds.
o'clock
Packey's
weight was not announced, but it was
looked
it.
146
and
he
pounds,
reported
The receipts were, reported to be well
lover $10,0:10.
Harry Stout, of Mil-- !
waukee, was referee.
9-

Special Correspondence.
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clubs. P. Ottn Knabe will gladly coil-f-nto tin deal providing it bring
Mike
th it the job of mamig
Mined, for be
a's views can't be
ib now on the Pacific 03 a 1 with Ihe
oilier members of the party of globe

15,000 MILES

EXPERT TRAVELS
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MISS PEAF. I. WHITE.

"If you wruld be V-- it if 'if, eultia'c
the love and companionship of flowers.
"Spend a part of each day in the
garden working among
blossoms. Wear flowers! Have flowers
in your study or workroom! Look at
flowers for inspiration as you do at
a beautiful painting or a wonderful
scene In nature!"
So speaks
Pearl White, whost
s

;

sweet-smellin- g

beauty is unquestioned among patrons
"movies."
This summer she went abroad U
study the art of picture making in for
eign countries. She came back with
a lot of good new ideas.
But she
still clings to the notion that the beautiful flower imparts something of its
exquisite charm to the constant '
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Superb
Chocolates
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Many Recoveries
From Lung Trouble

Bath, Range and Electric Lights-OppElks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Avenue.
35.00
Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue-Th- ree
Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
House,

osite

7-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

i

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
1 1 9 Sun Francisco St.,

HH44WIHIIIIWIHIIW
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STATE SENATE SCORED ARTS AND
DV

A medk'lne fur Throat intrl Lunn Trnubles which Iihb been Ihuiouplily tested forinsirumtin.v yenrH. and whili hits lu'i-uu'iiitil in restoring complete hei.lt h t a
manlier uf sulTereis, slimihl be thorWhile
oughly iuvesl iKHtt'd by everyone.
uo undue cltiiius are niiwle fur it, nor ituy
will restore ht'iilth,
jiiumintee that its use 1ms
been given the
Kekniun's Alterative
full credit in saving lives in umiiy nines.
Read this easy;
Wilmington, I tel.
In January, I'.hw, I was
"(icTitlemeii:
tn ken with benmrrhiiyes of t he limp.
one of the leading pnu-tiMy ithysh-iaiitioiieis uf Wilmington, Del., said that it
1 td'ik
Wiis lun" truiible.
eggs and milk
in (limnt it les, but I got vei'v wouk. Mr.
& Co..
i
A. Liipinctitt. of UiM'inrott
entitmenr Store, ,1nit tn .'14 Market
stiver, Wilmington. lel.. reeommouileilHoneto
me Kekmau's Allerntlvo, that bad
rreat iukI, and upon his surest ion I be- nan taking it at once,
This was iiboiit
Jiiiie, 1!MW. I eontinneii faithfully, uhn;
no other remedy, and Anally noticed the
no
clearing or the mnp. I now nave
trouble willi my lungs.
tinuly believe
Kekman'N A tern i e waved inv life."
.1 AS.
lAllidftvill
SgT'IKKS.
(Above abbreviated: more on ropiest. )
lOi'liimiu's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to he iiihhI erticaciouK
for severe Tin oat mid l.ui'g AtTectioiis,
Bronchitis Hromhia! Asthma. Stubborn
("olds iiitd in ut 'building the s.vst'in.
g
no narcotic, poison or
(nlains drugs.
Ask for hook tot telling
of recoveries,
and write to Kckinau
laboratory, IMiiladeinhPi. I'm . for evidence.
sale by all fading druggists
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ing Willi bills affecting the judicial proccdiire of tlin state, and fax legislation,
was the stateiiienl. made by Francis
('. Wilson of Rama Fe, president of
the stale iiBsociatiou. at the meeting
of the Bernalillo county bar association, last night.
Mr. Wilson stated further thai the
bar association did not propose to be
ignored at the. next session of the legtiliott
ishiiure. but it would be
questions in which the lawyers of
h" state are particularly interested
ami upon which they are particularly
well informed. The state association
will have introduced carefully, prepared bills upon these subjects, which
will have the energetic backing of the
entire state association, and the legislature, the senate in particular, win
.be called upon to redeem itself or
face a storm of protests from the bar
of the stateAt. the conclusion of Air. Wilson's
address, the local bar association
a resolution
unanimously passed
pledging itself., to give its hearty sup,..ni...,.l i...
u. ,i.
imn u oinnu.ui
i,,
pon. tio

-

VACATE

U

Chattanooga, Tmiii., Dec. !. A court
order vacating tile probate of Alonzo
Thompson's will filed here last sum-

THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR
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JUDGE ORDERS
DR. CRAIG TO BE
TURNED LOOSE
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1"THE FAYWOGB"

and

a suburb,

Yes.
I've just returned
from Faywood Hot Springs
and never felt better in
my life. 'Tis great, and
everyone in the state
ought to go there. The
treatment you get will do
anyone ;ood. and the train
service and the round-trirate are both attractive.
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PRESIDENT OF PARAGUAY.
Jec. It.
The
Asmicion, I'araguay.
president of Paraguay today gave a;
baiHiiief in honor of Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt. Among Ihe guests were'
ail the cabinet ministers and three
former presidents of Paraguay, f'ecilie
Baez, Juan II. Caona and nr. Kmiliauo
Gonzales Navero.

Dec. H. .ludge
Sbelhyville, Ind.,
Alonzo Blair today instructed the jury H
u, illumes iln. push atiaiust Dr. r. 1!.
craip, charged with the murder of Itr.
Uilnie K nil be, at Indianapolis, Ocmil. The motion to dis- tou(,r
mjss ,,,,, (.asp WRg n,ad by Attorney
,
defendant yester- (,in,v S,.lan f,,,-th(Iav ;.,1(,n t)l(J slntP t.om.i(,.rt its evi- -

i nm r
fiUOLr

Fapoon

nri mill n
DtLiulfifi

DRY

Eel

Oprings Co.

GOODS

GO,

SPECIALS

!dt.nce '
,
llis argument to dis
Jh, fi
miss the case, said lie believed Dr.
Knahe was murdered, but said: "It is
a fur cry from the proposition that Dr.
Knahe was murdered to the proposition thai Craig did it.
Dr. Htleiie Knahe was one of the
most prominent, women doctors', in the
., i
ru
nu
suur iiliu Hi out- mm.1.
l,,.,,.l
l,rlHi

.

Prt't

ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!

h()m(? ,
1w

!. Mrs.

Dec.
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AlFiN'S AND BOYS'

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUFIS AND OVERCOATS

'mer, was entered today.
The, petitioner for the order was
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11.95 worth $18.
iAJonzo H. Thompson, an heir, who asiserted the decedent, was a resident of
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
Denver, and not of Hamilton county.
ilennessee. The will had been brought
PHONE 180. B
210 5AN FRANCISCO ST..
heirs
here bv one of the dissenting
,
,
Mier evading several icgai proct-sseIII CMUt III,
Ol till; nitlii, iiomiMaiiini,
enrotite.
fo"ml
""r
The particular bills discussed by
The will involves between $20(1,00(1
on the mornmg of Oc- -- Tn-j jar jsgmxismr
iund $300,000. It will be filed for
Air. Wilson were the civil code, crim- - i Indianapolis
h.v her office girl, AHss
INSURE WITH BAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
tn Fullerton, Neb., by J. It. Kemp, llnul code, probate code and tax legis- - tober 21, 1911.
lation. He stated that at the hist, ses- Katherine AfoPIierscin. The police,
of the legislature, bills on these ei' n l""1- investigation renortcd that
Knl' committed suicide.
subjects, carefully prepared, by able !!
!)awvers, had been introduced, and in, Women of Indianapolis became in
and employed a private d- every case pigeonholed and ignored tetvsted
was on.
by the senate, lie declared Unit no uciiv- to gamer evidence, it
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
Unless you own
matter what reasons had governed the detective's report Hint the third
December.
see
or blow
considered
lmd
which
the;
the senate in refusing to pass the grand jury,
Tuesday, December 9 (at 8 p. m.) measures
asso case, returned Indictments December
bar
the
by
prepared
dance
and Wednesday December 10,
1HU against Dr. Craig and A. M.
the result, had been that such
and pictures at Kilts. Tango, turkey ciation,
measures as the present inefficient Hagsdale, an undertaker and adminNOW, and not AFTER
trot, hesitation waltz.
and inadequate tax law had been 1st rater of the Knahe estate. Rags-Thursday, Dec. 111. L.. Tello's vio- foisted upon the people of the state, dale was indicted as an accessory after
lin recital at Scottish Kite Cathedral
Rooms 8 and 9, Cspi(2! City Bank Building, Sania Fe, N M.
with the result that the slate now pre- - Mlie fact, and now that Craig has been
"
(8 p. m.)
sen ted the disgraceful spectacle of (acquitted, probably will never be tried.
IF ITS R CAL" EST ATE," HA V WARD I! A SIT.
c
11. .Masquerade
Dec.
Thursday
having to pay its officers 70 per cent
benefit.
Firemen's
ball at Armory for
of their salaries.
Concert from S to 9:;io. Dancing folH. G. Coors, Jr., and V. Moore Clay- ROBBED OF PAPERS
lows.
ton were elected members of the as- j
IN WHITE SLAVE
Monday Dec. 15 to Wed. Dec 17 sociation.
INVESTIGATION!
Last Days or Pompeii (moving pictures) at Klks theater.
j
MAY SUE FRISCO
u
Saturday, Dec. 20 .Musical comedy,
nev,itml.
"The Prince of Tonight," at Elks.
FOR
made here today for two nun.
OFFICIALS
being
Vr,w
to b'"' ni(,",,n;rs of
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude ARESTITUTION :'"J"eVf'l
lbright, mezzo soprano, and her comVork poison needle" gang, wiio ale
Scottish
concert
at
will
give
pany
alleged to hive attacked tieoru-- ;hK'r
u
9. William ()f
Dec.
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 p. m.)
St. Louis, Alo.,
York, said 1o be n I'nilod
nunsix
New
Year's Niles, of New York, owner of
spates immigration inspector, nnd
Wednesday, Dec. 31.
Eve Dance at De Vargas hotel, (beshares of stock in the St. Louis
j,m 0f valuable goveiriei .il pa- ( TIip ttrmiiptoT C'ibi
and San Francisco railroad, asked the
s while hi was under the i!:i;uence
gins 0 30 p. m.)
y j j. .uiakmif ilittir butf.
;
federal district court today for
the drug.
January.
2, (at
mission
to bring restitution suits
The. victim who was sum! tn haw!
night)
Friday, January
Concert by the Glee Club of the Uni- against present and former officials of 'hern conducting a white slave investi-versity of New .Mexico at Scottish Rite the Frinco.
jgation, was walliln? in Lakeside j' cathedral.
Tho petition embodying the request jr.iie, when be suddenly was fako'i ill.
former Two men, who had evidently been fol-- j
charges thut B. F. Yoakum,
Airs. A. It. Reneliau will not be at chairman of the board of directors ot.lcwing hitn, rushd forwav.1 and car-- i
home tomorrow.
him imc a hospital. W.vIj phy
the Fricso; James Campbell, former i
Herbert W. Clark. Attorney from vice president of the road, and head of jsicians were reviving llaker, his
Las Vegas, is at the De Vargas hotel. the North American company which "friends" picked up his hand bag and
down the lead
W. H. Dearstyne, the well known pa-- I brought the receivership suit; Thos.
Government papers, supposed
jfifd.
per salesman, is here from Denver.
H. West, chairman of the board of dl- - to he reports on white slave conditions
guesswork
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y rectors of the St.. Louis Vnion Trust ii this city, were in the bap
jPino is here from Galisteo. lie is stop- company, whose resignation as re
Shoot the speed shells and
ping at the Montezuma hotel
walch your field and trap aver-n- b.
ceiver was accepted yesterday; tho
tT. S. District Attorney Summers
kite Edwin Hawley and W. K. Rixby,
U
cm
aee
xj
from
came
IRurlihart
up
Albuquerque now receiver of the Wabash, made inThe teel Kning gives the speed grips the powder charge with
yesterday. He is at the De Vargas,
dividual profits aggregating $3,975,000
a
O.
C.
Airs.
AlcCumber,
prominent by
just that compression needed to put all the drive of the explosion
to
short
lines
the
the
Frisco
selling
behind your load.
(society woman of Los Angeles, is they and other syndicate subscribers
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
here visiting her sister .Mrs. AI. C- Alc-- I had
And with Eapert Factory Loading, you're sure ol the seme
and built.
promoted
Nitt.
tpeed a uniform spread of pattern in each and every shell.
men
the
that
The
petition
charges
THROAT
EAR
NOSE
EYE.
AIUs
Afiss Sophie Nikolnus and
Slioot Arrow and Nitro Club steel lined Expert Factory Loaded Shells for
both as buyer and
speed plus pattern m any make ot shotgun.
Xikolaus, of Martin, North. Dakota, named, by acting
to
arrived yesterday evening to ipend seller, violated their obligations and
Capital City Bank Building,
Metallic Cnrtric'tre Co.
Remincrton Arms-Unio- n
the
Frisco
of
the
stockholders
several days here.
New York City
12
299 Broadway
to the
liable
are
therefore
personally
F. K. Andrews and J. Wilbur
OFFICE HOURS
suffered
losses
stockholders
for
the
for-j
2 to 4 P.M.
O'Rrien, connected with the Jemez
est reserve, left this morning for the by the Frisco.
"
Mr. Niles in his petition, gives conr
"
SANTA FE, N. MX.
IJemez forest on business.
ill
I
fl
AucrtirAtl
siderable attention to the sale of the
AV. At. Scott, general
freight and St..
to
Alexico
and
Brownsville
Louis,
pasenger agent of the Denver & Rio the Frisco.
Grande, leaves this evening for El
At the time of Hip sale of this road.
Paso where he will attend to some Niles
Yoakum was chairman
railroad business. Airs. Scott has ar- of the charges,
Frisco board of directors; Camprived in Santa Fe and will reside here. bell was vice
president of the Frisco,
rind West, Hawley nnd Bixby were
l
JJJ
directors and that it was through Where Quality Governs the Price
DROUE OUT their
influence over other directors
ZrHf5
Price
tlie
and
Quality
and for the purpose of furthering their
This unprecedented storm has start- private schemes, they caused the
ed
active operations with "OLD Frisco to buy the Brownsville at price
If you are figurCHRIS CRANGLE."
greatly in excess of its value.
WMliam C. Nixon, president of the
ing on heading him off and takjng advantage of some of the REAL ES Frisco, and Wm. B. Eiddle, vice presTATE snaps of "Townsend's" you had ident, today resigned as officers of the
better get busy. Last week we told road. They still remain receivers.
you of some small house deals that
could be had. This week we are going
MRS. PANKHURST GOES
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Compound in the house. P. H. Ginn,
ward higher and nobler things the
To Be Effective December 7, 1913.
"My children
Middleton, Ga., writes:
emotional force of these people which
recognized this menace to health, and many people are waking up
to
croup,
easily
are
in
find
vent
susceptible
very
otherwise
they might
Santa Fe 8:10 a, m. to conto It.
Z
catch cold. 1 give them Foley's Hon- - Leave
dram shop brawls, or worse.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
"In this we are performing a work
ey and Tar Compound and in every
No. 10 eastbound
instance they get prompt relief and
which is absolutely vital to civilizaarrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.
Returning,
home
it
at
We
soon
cured.
are
London
we
in
keep
Last
suption.
year
m.
The
CapSold
by
and
three
outcast
with
and
croup."
the
prevent
poor
plied
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuital Pharmacy.
million meals. We furnished a night's
querque, locally, and to Pacific
to
a
million
half
perlodging
nearly
Points.
Coast
not
been
If
had
meals
sons.
those
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
Fe 3:20 p. m. to conLeave
Santa
ones
if
had
had
those homeless
Bids for fuiulbuiiig e:s months' supeaten,
1
No.
westbound, and
with
nect
be
barin
will
an alley, think bow
to sleep
plies for the Btate penitentiary
eastbound,
No.
2,
connecting at
in
London tfbuld
barous conditions
received until 9 o'clock a. m., Tues
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
have been
Supplies
day, December 9th, 1913.
Va'-leand
Pecos
Clovis
for
train
we
"But and this,
think, is the
consits of groceries, meats, clothing.
made from the WHOLE wheat and malted barley, retains the minerpoints.
great distinction of the Salvation
leather, grain, etc. A list of these
Army it is not as charity that we do
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
al phosphates as well as all other nutritive values of the grain.
supplies with conditions and blank
we
m.
this work. Those
help are always
proposals will be furnished upon app'ias the cereal part of one's diet, perfectly supplies wnat
Grape-Nutexpected to pay for our aid. And we
cation to the superintendent.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conteach them in future not only to supnect with No. 7 westbound carBy order of the Board of Peniten
white flour foods lack.
port themselves, but to give themtiary Commissioners.
rying El Paso sleper; also No.
selves to the cause of God which Is
JOHN B. McMANVS, Supt.
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 takes pasthe service of man!
Dated: October 14th, 1913, Santa Fe
sengers for Chicago and Kansas
Grape-Nut- s
is long baked, most easily digested,
"And, with but slight expenses for
N M.
City Daily and for Denver Wedadministration, we have saved thounesdays and Saturdays.
and Is ready-to-edirect from the package
sandsIt is because we know, from
Ne
Subscribe for the Santa
arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
Returning,
experience, that in the great majority
fresh, crisp and delicious.
Mexican, the paper that boosts al
m.
of cases they are reformed, not for a
the
for
works
and
upbuild
the time
Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to conweek, but for life, that we believe the
Ing of our n.w 8tai
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
miBery of the masses can finally be
No. 9. westbound.
with."
done
away
Grape-Nut- s
a Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
That's the function of the Salvation
m.
Army today! Do you think Its funcis over!
tion
Sold

u
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

32--

Heac-Wo- k

Wins

For quick results,
little "WANT."

-

short-gras-

well-bein-

s

n

well-to-d-

firape-JM- s

FOOD

"There's a Reason" for
by Grocers everywhere.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Tit it

Ads. always

When a grocer returns
a dissatisfied customer's
money, she keeps what is
left of the goods.
You see why, don't you ?
We can't use a broken
package of goods; that
isn't it. We want her to
have it. She'll find out
her mistake.
The goods are good;
they are the best salesmen we've got.

T.,

S.

R'Y

j

(

y

i
i

-

;
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For quick results,
little "WANT."
New Mexican

bring results.

Want
Try It.

Ads.

always

PASSENGER

DEPOT

PH0KE42W.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

EIGHT

NOTICE.

LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,

WINDOWS, DOORS
AND MOULDING

SAWYER
2!i

San Francisco St.

Phone 2C6 W

SANTA FE, N. M.

OFFICIAL.

There will be a meeting of the cor
poration, Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Inc.,
31,
on Thursday evening. December
1913, 7 p. in., at the lodge rooms, tor
the election of a hoard of director!',
and for the transaction of such other
business bb may regularly come before it. All members of Montezuiui
Lodge No. 1 are urged to be present.
CI1ARLKS K. I.IXXEY,
Secretary.

LOCAL ITEMS,

I IDDADIAIM
rTATF
I O I C LlDInrMrlll
tO

CASE ARGUED (N
SUPREME COURT

What is known as the Arniijo of
was argued today
before the supreme court. Rummers
Burkhart, of Albuquerque, represent-- !
led V. T. Thornton, who is the party
Work for the New Mexican, it
jat interest on the state's side of tlie
unta Fe and case, and Mrs. Armijo was representworking for you, for
The ac-ed by Renehan & Wright.
lha new state.
tion this morning was a reargument
on the courts own motion, ine case
SS
having previously been argued on
March 7th, this year.
The facts surrounding the case are
briefly as follows: Mrs. Ixila C.
was state librarian under the last
The office
territorial administration.
is appointive, and Mrs. Arniijo did not
.
'resign when the administration chang-edAuto Deliver Every Hour
Governor McDonald- appointed W.
jr. Thornton to be state librarian, butill
he could not take office while she si
held it, so her incumbency was attack-leon the grounds that it is unconstCAR OF
itutional for a woman to hold the office.
jThe case was originally argued last
March, but no opinion was ever handed down, and finally the court moved
tojfor a reargument. This was held
day.
Xot in a long time has the supreme
No-court been cited and had passages
4
read to them from as old and musty
law books as were introduced in the
arguments this morning, for Mr.
Burkhart carried the question of woman status back to the old common
law of England. He argued that taking any part in the business of government was a political right, and must
be specifically conferred, and could
not be conferred by implication. He
said that if the act of 1876 could be
construed to give to women the right
to hold office, that then the right to
SANTA FE, N. M.
vote was conferred by the same

litre the

!

ANOTfitR

Famous
Phone No.4

iTipress

ANDREWS

Pll0ne

Chinese Lily Bulbs
Cents a Piece
515

The Clarendon Garden,

?

PHONE 12

Treasurer's Report.
The Taos county treasurer reported
today for the tax collections in his
enuntv for the month of November,
lie did not have a very good month
evidently from the report. Xo taxes
for 191X were collected, the sum of
Oft IK
find
wna rmlloptart fnr 1011
$17.07 for Mil 2. The state's portion
of this is IJiUtj. Considerably more
was sent in by the treasurer of San
Juan county. He did not collect any
191:1 taxes, but he did collect $97.!M
of 'the 1912 taxes, $100.11 of the taxes
for 1011, and $:il.40 for the years 1910
and prior. The state's portion of this

Always Stop at the'Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN
1

Ik

AND

ALWAYS

Fancy
Ostrich, whic'.i will make an elegant gift; also many other artt-- ;
Jes I carry will make Xmas gifts

rHAil

j

I

ij

SALMON,

N. SALMON.

Married Last Evening Harry H.
Moore and Mrs. George Peshty. both
of this cily, were married at 7:30 last
evening at the M. E. Parsonage, Rev.
M. Slilmer officiating. The newly
wedded couple will make their home
in Santa Fe.
Owing to the numerous requests for
informal dancing, the management of
the Hotel De Vargas has decided to
ave liuormai dancing on Saturday
' m """ ubuwb
evening. '
will depend etitirely to what extent
they are patronized.
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand to
iron into a
convert your electric

cookl"s

de;'.ioe

Xmas Boxes,

Suit Cases,

Collar Bags,

Traveling Bags,

Scarf Pins,

Military Brush Sets,

Imported Neckties,

Neckwear Sets,

Two-ton-

Hosiery Sets,

Silk Underwear,

Initial Handkerchiefs,

Silk Scarfs,

Suspenders,

Silk Pajamas,

Garters, Arm Bands,

Auto

Bath Robes,

Dents' Gloves,

Mackanaws,

Shoes,

known to science is at
once so effective and
harmless as a cup of good

Serge Suits,

Knox

Overcoats,

coffee.

Raincoats,

Jersey Sweaters,
Sweater Coats,

Overshoes,

White Dress Vests,

llmhrplliK

Ed. V. Price Clothes

(rood cof-

fee.
Moneyback coffee needs
to lie extra good. Money- hack means Schilling's
Best.
In

aroma-tigh-

cans,

t

ever-fresh-

I

It

VIIIIIMIHUj

IT

Silk Hose,

Gauntlets,

&

Stetson Hats,

Store Open Every Night

;

McCLINTOCK & WRIGHT

cleanly granulated.

it is rather

will not pay yoa to waste youi

timn writins nut vnur lecal fnrrut
when you can get them already print
Mexican
ed at the New
Printing
Company,

n

I..
irunKs,

Cuff Links,

Good coffee,

1013.- -

Wright

Sets,

Our regular fresh stock of the best
5s cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's,
The Rexall Store.
SON HAT. OUR LEADER IS WAIT-- I
Mr. Tello's Program The program NG FOR YOU AT THE HUB.
N.
of the violin recital to be glveu by SALMON.
will
Tello
Professor
Thursday night
be announced in these columns tomor
Coffee
row.
OUR PRICES ON LADIES' COATS
.As a el laser of fatigue
REDUCED.
EXTREMELY
ARE
COME AND TAKE A LOOK, AT THE
and depression, nothing
BIG STORE.

&

T

Traveling"

ment of the theater could not notify
the public in advance. It was stated
today, however, that the pictures are
here and will be run tonight and tomorrow night for the instruction and
amusement of all Santa Fe dance
lovers.
WITH EVERY MEN'S $25.00 SUIT
OF THE HART,
SCHAFFNER &
MARX SUITS WILL GO A $5 STET-- j

NO NEED TO WAIT UNTIL AF
BARFOR
TER THE HOLIDAYS
GET THEM NOW WHILE
GAINS.
THEY LAST. AT THE BIG STORE.

dull
LARGE LOBBY
Little Litigation
around the office of the district court
AND VERANDAS
clerk. Ordinarily, from $100 to $200 a
week Is received in fees, it is said. Rut
COMFORTABLE PORCH
scarcely $5 was received in the past
SWINGS and ROCKERS
three weeks. Just what this condi-itioIs due to, remains to be seen.
Service and Cuisine
Lf IV.
THE LAST
DON'T WAIT FOR
was
the Beat in the City
1,
IMINUTE TO GET YOUR FUR SETS,
Ample facilities forl;ir.e
GET THEM
SCARFS AND MUFFS.
and small banquets.
Assessors To Meet.
NOW.
HERE IS A CHANCE FOR
M.
of
Dawson,
Shields,
Harvey
YOU AT THE BIG STORE. N. SALpresident of the State Association of MON.
a
issued
has
County Commissioners,
Dr.
the eye, ear, nose and
notice to all county commissioners in throat Tannus,
EUROPEAN PLAN.
Meals a la Carle,
arlias completed
SPECIAL RATES
specialist
the
of
New Mexico calling a meeting
for his offices in the CapiRoom With Bath, $2.00 bp.
rangements
BY THE WEEK
association to be held in (he senate tal City bank building and is now
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
chamber in Santa Fe on December ready to receive patients. Otlice
Kith.
hours 9 to ii a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. .
At the same time all assessors in
At the meetRoyal Arch Masons
the state are called to meet "with the ing of the Royal Arch Masons the
commissioners,
Secretary Fred H. following otiicers were elected: H. F.
Heyn, of the State Assessors' asso- Stephens, High Priest: Charles M.
ciation, having sent out the official Stauffer, king: H. H. llauna, scribe;
call at the direction of Ouy Herbert, e ft. pa,ii, secretary H. B. Cartwright,
of Roswell, the president of the as-- j treasurer; William H. Kennedy, tyler.
sociation
The officers will be installed at the
The purpose of the meeting is not next meeting which will be the second
unannounced in the call, but It is
Sunday in January.
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agonts For INTERNATIONAL
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
derstood to be for the purpose of disthe raises made by the state wholesome fun, too. One of our
HFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packajj cussing
board of equalization, also for the Kodaks will help you to entertain and
purpose of reaching some harmon- amuse yourself and others. Buy them
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ious basis upon which the assessors ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
BATH
A FULL LINE OF
MEN'S
and the county boards throughout
the state may work together toward ROBES, ARE ON SPECIAL SALE,
be equit- WHILE THEY LAST, AT THE HUB.j
Phone Black an assessment which will Herald.
Phone Black
N. SALMON.
able, says the Albuquerque
Decides Case Judge Edmund C. Ab-- j
45
bott, of the district court, has signed
Pardoned by Governor.
Marion Malone, who at the age of 'a decree quieting title in the name
ten vears was senteuc3 to the reform of the plaintiff in the case of Romero
HAND-PAINTE- D
of
Bchool in the district court of Mora vs. Romero, involving ownership
countv, and in which case sentence certain property, rne question or the
now
are
at
to
the
decorations
eye
displayed
delight
Showing
was suspended and the boy placed in title of certain clay banks northeast
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
good hands in Mora, has been given of the Renehan residence on Tapper
a full and complete pardon by Gov- Palace avenue is still being argued
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
ernor McDonald following a report before the judge. It is of interest owprices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
that for the past two years his con- ing to the number of persons involved.
before the best pieces have been sold.
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
duct has been good and that he lias
made satisfactory progress at school. formerly professor at National ConSAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
servatory iu the City of Mexico; director of the Mendelssohn ConservaWriting the Sheriffs.
The secretary of state is today tory at Chihuahua; who has studied in
mailing to all the sheriffs of the state Berlin, will be pleased to give lessons
letters in which he calls attention to in violin, vlolincello, piano and In
on application.
Terms
their duties under the automobile harmony.
license law, together with a memoran- Phone 2,")o W., residence of Frank
dum of the difference in color and Plomteaux, 114 Cerrillos street, Santa
wording between the 1!U3 and 1914 Fe.
Session The
board
of
auto tags.
Special
county commissioners held a Bpecial
session this morning at the county
Tax Rolls Returned.
The traveling auditor today return- court house. The board appointed nr.
ed to the assessor of Socorro county Volney S. Cheney of Madrid, justice of
his 1013 tax roll for various correc- the peace there, vice Dr. H. S. Clark,
tions. It appears that the changes or- resigned. Camillo Valencia was ap
dered by the state board of equaliza- pointed justice of the peace at Galis-teas successor of Vida,! Mora, who
tion had not been made entirely and
that the total mer the corrections has left the county. The board admade by the assessor, is about
journed until Friday when the county
short of the total as estimated assessor's books will be examined.
counWHEN YOU THINK OF GETTING
by the state board. The Socorro
OVERCOATS
COME
AND
ity tax rolls were received about a;YOUR
to
be TAKE A LOOK AT OUR MEN'S FULL
week ago, and were" the second
returned to the office of the traveling STOCK OF OVERCOATS, AT A BARauditor.
GAIN. THE HUB. N. SALMON.
Frank O'Brien Dies.
Board of Governors The board of
k Notice has ban received here of governors of the Santa Fe club will
I
the death of Frank O'Brien at Duran-- meet tonight to discuss various mat
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfacMr. O'Brien was dis-- i ters
go last week.
including the project of getting
tion of saying: "I told you so." iave Money and Disappointment, don't
trict engineer under the local hydro- - that
large adobe building opposite the
graphic office, and was iu charge of Cathedral. A tentative plan has been
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
hydrographic survey work in the ban offered to have this building house the
is complete,
STORE
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
Juan basin. Mr. O'Brien died followcity council, the chamber of comtheir prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
ing a second operation for stomach merce and
the Santa Fe club. After
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
trouble. The remains will be taken
consider the
'to Lincoln, Neb., for interment. He the board of governors will
GO TO
be asked
the entire club
project,
a
small
wife
and
a
child,
leaves
BEACHMAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
to vote on it. The chamber of comColfax Rolls In.
'
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."
Colfax county's tax rolls arrived to-- i merce will take up the subject at its
next regular meeting. The city counday ou the noon train showing that
cil
has already approved the project,
taxes
been
of
had
the
extensions
jthe
made, and the books turned over to provided the price the city council is
.
asked to pay meets with the approval
ithe collector for the collect'a of
Colfax county takes third rank of the mayor and councilmen.
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All
in the matter of promptness in getting
these rolls in, Sandoval being first he favorite odors and makers. A
and Socorro second. The Socorro big assortment all sizes and prices.
roilB however, were sent back today Be sure to put this down on your list.
for a great many correct ions, which Zook's, The Rexall Store.
in reality gives the honor of second
Pictures Are Here The large audi
ence at the Elks theater last night!
place to Colfax.

v

CORNER PLAZA,

felt a little disappointed because the
famous "dance pictures" did not arrive.
The snow bound trains did not bring
the tango or the turkey trot, but as
(here was no telling just at what hour
the reels might arrive, the manage-

DAYSTOStIO

N.

IcClintock

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

9,

OCEANS OF THEM ON SALE AT

Plumes, pi"i"

04r

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

JUST RECEIVED

way pipd

DECEMBER

Christmas Suggestions

BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
or
Handsome

ffpHOiS

state librarian ease

-

I

XS

JJ

A Fine Christmas Gift!

F. ANDREW
Au!o Delivery Every ilour

j

TUESDAY,

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HOLIDAY

GIFTS

HOTEL DE VARGAS
WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Most dealers
now sell clean,

-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

j

pure, healthful
WRIGLEYS

45

CHINA

o

$71,-84- 8

for 85 cents a hoxl
It's

the biggest looking,
longest lasting Christmas
gift you can find! Send it
to young or old, sweetheart
or friends alone or "for
--

j

gUUU lUCdSUIC,

CAUTION!

The great popularity of the clean, pure, healthful WRIGLEVS
ESEZZ!- - is causing unscrupulous persons to wrap rank imitations
that are not even real chewing gum so they resemble genuine Wrigley's.
The better class of stores will not try to fool you with these imitations.
They will be offered to you principally by street fakirs, peddlers and the
candy departments of some 5 and 10 cent stores. These rank imitations
cost dealers one cent a package or even less and are sold to careless
people for almost any price. If you want Wrigley's look before you
.

buy.

Get what you

pay for

'

''Stfithe 'Reliable

--

Your friends
abroad would
appreciate it
send a box by
parcel post

P

P

Hardware Store.

tax-jes-

j

Be SURE

it's WIUGLEV

We are Insertinff the
above caution solely to

protect our customers,
who ar continually writ- far us that they have been

deceived by imitation
ev di

were WRiOEY'S.

which

